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PART I ANNUAL REPORTS

1. Abstracts of Papers Published in Journals
MATHEMATICS
Possibility Measure, Product Possibility Space and the Notion of Independence
Kakuzo Iwamura and Masayuki Kageyama?1 ?1 The Institute of Statistical Mathematics,
Tokyo?
Journal of Mathematical Science : Advances and Applications, 4, 191199 ?2010?
This paper discusses possibility measure, product possibility space and the notion of
independence in their full details.
Kakuzo Iwamura, Tsutomu Matsuura?1 and Saburou Saitoh?2 ?1 Gunma University, Japan,
2 University of Aveiro Portugal?
Far East Journal of Mathematical Education, 4, 141149 ?2010?
In this paper, by a new concept and method, combining the two theories of the
Tikhonov regularization and reproducing kernels, we give a practical and numerical
“inverse” for any matrix and show its numerical experiments by using computers.
A Sufficient and Necessary Condition of Uncertainty Distribution
Zixiong Peng?1 and Kakuzo Iwamura ?1 Tsinghua University, Beijing?
Journal of Interdisciplinary Mathematics, 13, 277285 ?2010?
Uncertainty distribution is an important tool to specify an uncertain variable. In this
paper, a sufficient and necessary condition of uncertainty distribution is proved to show
what function is an uncertainty distribution. At the end of the paper, some special exam-
ples are given.
Product Credibility Space with Credibilistically Independent Fuzzy Vectors
Kakuzo Iwamura and Masayuki Kageyama?1 ?1 The Institute of Statistical Mathematics,
Tokyo?
Journal of Interdisciplinary Mathematics, 13, 463473 ?2010?
In this paper, we investigate the notion of independence of fuzzy variables on a credi-
3
A Numerical Construction of a Natural Inverse of any Matrix by Using the Theory of
Reproducing Kernels with the Tikhonov Regularization
bility space. We show that there exist finitely many credibilistically independent fuzzy
vectors. Then, we show that they are also possibilistically independent. Finally, we ob-
serve that credibilistical independence and possibilistical independence are the same thing.
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Imino-enamine tautomerism and dynamic prototropy in 1imino3amino1 Hindens
Yoko Mukano, Mai Momochi, Yuriko Takanashi, Mitsuaki Suzuki, Hidetsugu
Wakabayashi, Hiroyuki Teramae, and Keiji Kobayashi
Tetrahedron, 66, 605611 ?2010?
The tautomeric structures and dynamic prototropic behavior of the products 1 and 2
obtained in the condensation reaction of 1, 3indandione and 2pyridyl1, 3indandione
with ptoluidine, respectively, were investigated by 

NMR spectroscopy and Xray
analysis. In the solid state, compound 1 is in an imino-enamine tautomeric form, whereas
in solution it coexists with an imino-imino tautomeric form. Dynamic 1, 5prototropic
interconversion of the imino-enamine form was revealed to be very fast at room tempera-
ture by temperature-dependent 

NMR spectra. For 2, the imino-enamine form is the only
species present in solution. The hydrogen of the enamine NH is hydrogen-bonded
intramolecularly with the nitrogen in the pyridine ring. When the temperature is raised,
the NH proton enters into dynamic 1, 5migration, which is accompanied by internal rota-
tion around the pivot bond, which changes the hydrogen bonding sites. For the condensa-
tion product 3 of 2?2quinolyl1, 3indandione with pbutylaniline, dynamic behavior
similar to that found in 2 was observed also in  NMR spectra.
Hormetic Response of Cultured Normal and Tumor Cells to 2Aminotropone Derivatives
Hidetsugu Wakabayashi, Taichi Narita, Akina Suga and Hiroshi Sakaguchi?1 ?1 Depart-
ment of Endodontics, Meikai University School of Dentistry?
International Journal of In Vivo Research, 24, 3944 ?2010?
We have recently reported that out of twenty benzo?b?cyclohept?e??1,4?oxazines and
5
their Sanalogs, and 2aminotropone derivatives, 7bromo2?4hydroxyanilino?tropone
?1? and 4isopropyl2?2hydroxyanilino?tropone ?2? showed the highest tumor-
specificity in human oral squamous cell carcinoma cell lines. To gain more insight into the
anti tumor actions of these compounds, or not whether they induce the growth stimulation
effect observed at low concentrations, known as hormesis, was investigated using a total
of ten human normal and tumor cultured cells. The tumor-specificity of both ?1? and ?2?
became apparent 48 hours after the start of treatment of the cells with these compounds
and reached a maximum level at 72 and 96 hours. On the other hand, their growth stimu-
latory effects were most prominent at 24 hours, especially in normal skin and lung
fibroblasts, but rapidly disappeared with prolonged incubation time. These data suggest
the occurrence of a hermetic response only at restricted times and concentrations as has
been previously reported, although the biological significance is yet to be elucidated.
Hormetic and Anti-radiation Effects of Tropolone-related Compounds
Kaori Kantoh, Manami Ono, Yuko Nakamura?1 , Yukio Nakamura?1 , Ken Hashimoto?1 ,
Hiroshi Sakagami?1, and Hidetsugu Wakabayashi ?1 Department of Endodontics, Meikai
University School of Dentistry?
International Journal of In Vivo Research, 24, 843852 ?2010?
We have previously investigated a total of 173 azulene-, tropolone- and azulenequinone
related compounds for their tumor-specificity and anti-inflammatory activity. In this
study, we selected six compounds that showed tumor-specific cytotoxicity and five com-
pounds that inhibited nitric oxide production by activated macrophages to investigate
their possible hermetic and anti-radiation effects. We have established three oral normal
cell type, human gingival fibroblast HGF1, pulp cell HPC1 and periodontal ligament
fibroblast HPLF1 from extracted teeth and periodontal tissue. These normal cells ex-
pressed p53 protein, regardless of the growth stage ?either at growing or near confluent
phase?, more than oral squamous cell carcinoma cell line ?HSC2?. Group I compounds
slightly stimulated the growth of HPL1 cells, suggesting the minor hermetic effects dis-
played by these compounds. We established a new evaluation system for UVinduced
cellular damage, using an intact HSC2 cell system in which sodium ascorbate and gallic
acid, but not NacetylLcysteine nor catalase, exerted protective effects. Three group I
compounds and two group II compounds significantly protected the cells from UVin-
duced injury, suggesting their possible antiUV effect.
SCI. BULL. JOSAI UNIV. 19 ?2011?6
2. Books, Reviews and Other Printings
Mathematics
F. Sato?1 and T. Kogiso
?1 Department of Mathematics, Rikkyo University?
RIMS Kokyuroku 1617, 5162 ?2008?
On the zeta functions of prehomogeneous vector spaces for a pair of simple algebras.
Mth. Sci. net MR2339334 ?2008m: 11186? Taniguchi, Takashi Ann. Inst. Fourier ?Grenoble?
57 ?2007?, 4, 13311358. ?Reviewer : Takeyoshi Kogiso?
Quadratic maps and non-prehomofeneous local functional equations.
Mth. Sci. net MR2384454 ?2009b : 11212? Sato, Fumihiko Comment. Math. Univ. St. Pauli 56
?2007?, 2, 163184 ?Reviewer : Takeyoshi Kogiso?
Mth. Sci. net MR2482122 ?2010g : 22028? Levasseur, ThierryInt. Math. Res. Not. IMRN 2009,
3, 462511 ?Reviewer : Takeyoshi Kogiso?
????????????????????????
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Partial Differential Equations and Phenomena in Miyazaki 2009???? 5057 ?2010?
Chemistry
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????? ? ???1 ?1 ?????
????? 1256 ?2009?
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Representation of Clifford algebras and quartic polynomials with local functional equa-
tions.
Thierry Radial components, prehomogeneous vector spaces, and rational Cherednik
algebaras.
???? ? 2?
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Factorizations of Automorphisms of a Module over a Local Ring
H. Ishibashi
International Conference on Mathematics of Date, 20102011, Allahabad, India, December
31, 2010January 4, 2011
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JSPSRFBR????????? ?Harmonic Analysis on Homogegeneous Space and Qunti-
zation? ?????????????? 2008? 8? 25?
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Representations of Clifford algebras and quartic polynomials with local functional
equations
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Hopf mappings and functional equations of the Fourier transforms of polynomials
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Dynamics of fronts in multistable reaction-diffusion equations
Toshiko Ogiwara
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Infinite Product Possibility Space
Kakuzo Iwamura and Masayuki Kageyama?1 ?1 The Institute of Statistical Mathematics,
Tokyo?
Proceedings of the First International Conference on Uncertainty Theory, Urumchi, China,
August 1119, 2010, pp. 8687
Lixing Yang and Kakuzo Iwamura
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Fuzzy Chance-Contrained Programming with Linear Combination of Possibility Meas-
ure and Necessity Measure
Chemistry
Theoretical study on the ground and excited states of 3, 5diacetyl1,4dihydrolutidine
Hiroyuki TERAMAE, Yasuko Y. MARUO?1, Jiro NAKAMURA?1 ?1 NTT Energy and Envi-
ronmental Laboratories?
MATH/CHEM/COMP2010 ?Dubrovnik?, 2009? 6?
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Theoretical study on the ground and excited states of 3, 5diacetyl1, 4dihydrolutidine
Hiroyuki TERAMAE, Yasuko Y. MARUO?1, Jiro NAKAMURA?1 ?1 NTT Energy and Envi-
ronmental Laboratories?
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Polymorphs and pseudopolymorphs of solvated crystals of indantrione1, 2dioxime
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Polymorphs and pseudopolymorphs of solvated crystals of indantrione1, 2dioxime
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